THIS MONTH -

Michael Whitt will tell us about his Globe
"Swift" project, the Miracle Plane. Meeting at usual time/place, i.e.; at
9:00 AM, fourth Saturday (27th) at the CAP Building.

September 2008
Gotcha!
Laser Tagger Shines Light On Wrong Aircraft
Tue, 16 Sep '08 From http://tinyurl.com/5cny35

State Troopers Were Onboard Plane
We admit, this is the kind of story that appeals to our sense of
schadenfreude... though as pilots, perhaps we may be forgiven
for feeling some "shameful joy" upon hearing about a man who
apparently 'tagged' the wrong low-flying aircraft with a handheld laser
beam.

august meeting - About fifteen of members joined at
SunAir's conference room with a half-dozen laptop computers linked
through SunAir's wireless network to the new chapter website
designed and built by prexy Robert Vaughn's better half, Laura. We
were given a guided tour by Laura and the consensus was that we have
a fine resource to which every chapter member with a computer ought
to avail him or herself. Participants, deep in thought, pictured
throughout this newsletter. Do yourself a favor and add this address to
your "favorites" or "bookmarks":

http://www.eaachapter534.org/
Dunkin' and the donuts graciously provided by the Vaughns.

directly pointing it at us," Ames said.
The suspect wasn't arrested, but his case was forwarded to the State
Patrol for investigation. It's possible Thurston County prosecutors may
charge the man with first degree unlawful discharge of a laser, which is
a federal crime.
The FAA has roughly 900 documented cases of lasers aimed at aircraft
since 2004. Ames says this is the first time anyone's shone a laser
beam on a plane he was flying... though he did add that people have
shone bright spotlights at his plane twice in as many weeks.

The Olympian newspaper reports a Washington State Patrol Cessna
was flying at about 2,000 feet AGL Saturday evening, when tactical
flight officer Jonathan Ames noticed a green light flicker off the
plane's left side.
Both he and the plane's pilot, Trooper Scott Sweeney, quickly realized
what they were seeing was a laser beam... and the men took steps to
avoid being blinded. Ames then used the plane's camera system to look
for the source of the beam, and determined the laser flashed the plane
intermittently for about 10 minutes.
In that time, Ames was also able to narrow down the source of the
beam... to a neighborhood near Maytown. The laser stopped flashing
when the plane started orbiting the area.
Sheriff's deputies later knocked on the door of a 31-year-old Tenino
man, who admitted he was one shining the laser. He also maintained
he waved the light at random, and never targeted the plane specifically.
Furthermore, the man added, the beam is "not very powerful."
Ames replies handheld lasers -- the kind used to make board room
presentations, for example -- don't need to be especially powerful to
cause damage to a pilot's eyesight. He also doubts the
man's explanation of things, that he didn't deliberately target the
troopers' plane.
"[F]or that beam to show up in my camera view means they were

upcoming at EAA534
• OCTOBER David Pierce will recount his Lockheed "Electra"... oops,
"P3 Orion" operations.
10th-12th, Thomasville (GA) Fly-in. Details and a neat slide
show of last year's fly-in at http://thomasvilleflyin.com/
• NOVEMBER George Erickson will speak on Skylanes over Australia.

aviation news
Here's an interesting take other than the usual coverage of "Oshkosh"
http://tinyurl.com/68ddjm

For an update on the 250 MPH helicopter-- and our friend Jim
Campbell's latest "look"-- check this out-- http://tinyurl.com/3gfa7e
Here's an interesting little piece on the Consolidated Model 28, better
known as the "Catalina" http://tinyurl.com/5q8o99

- FOR SALE A late 1800s Doctor's Buggy. Restored. Contact Don Kosmin @
352.326.5204
Hangars For Sale and For Rent at the Florida Flying Gator's Airpark.
More information about our Airpark location can be found at:
http://tinyurl.com/5rzjgs

